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Animation Project - 4 
Animated Engineer waving (17 Sep 2006) 
I Figure this should be a fun project for any one.  I have done quite a few of these for Ho club 
members and some on my H0 engines. So figured, Why not try some Large- scale stuff.  I 
have already done one of these a few months ago on a C-16 that sure gets kids attn. I know it 
got Barbara and Dave attention at our get-together when they were out here from PA. (Barb 
was running this one. ) 
 

 
 
Any way... I chose my SPC. Bachmann Annie for this Project and a Bachmann Fireman for an 
Engineer. 
 



 
 

 
 
I was thinking, just make a simple Engineer waving that just uses the piston movement.  
That's about as simple as it can be.  
 
Well it was until I tried to get the darn Cab off of a Bachmann Annie. I have already taken this Eng. a part 
before to modify for battery power. So didn't want to take the whole Eng. apart again.  
 
I had to come up with a simple way to get throw rod in cab and bend it in place.. It's tricky but can be done 
if you do like I did. Some Alum. wire. It's easy to bend and shape. 
 
 
 
 
 



Here is the material you will need. 
1) A piece of LFBB size 1/16 welding rod or equal to size. (Going to use this as a drill bit.) 
2) Roll of Alum. Picture wire. (Size is about the same as the welding rod. Get this from Home depot or 

Wal-Mart.) 
3) Bachmann Fireman (to cut up.) 
4) Brass .022 wire. 

 
Part 1 
 

 
 

 
 
See how to cut the left leg off on an angle to fit around the boiler and cut the right leg off and 
reposition it to look like leg is going kind of forward to fit between cab and boiler. This will 
hold Engineer in place to align the throw rods later. Then Cut the Right arm as shown. I had to 
cut the Glove/hand off to reposition it. Just like shown, cut a pc. of wire to pin it back where 
you want it later. 
 



 
 
Drill a small hole for the .022 brass wire to go through on a angle where you cut off his arm 
and come out just under the left arm. 
 
Insert the wire through the body and make a small bend (back over) so it has something for the 
arm when drilled will be pushed in hole and so it won't twist after you position it. Next take a 
piece of .022 brass wire and wind a few turns on a small drill bit. 
 

 
 
Then take your Engineer and bend the wire on the left side of his body to curve around his left 
arm up to about 1 and 1/8th inch, to just about above the top of his head And then bend a small 
90 degree back to his head so you can put on that wire we wound on a bit, for next rod linkage. 
 



 
 
If you notice the left arm has his hand facing up and this will hook under a pipe in the cab that 
the Annie has. This will also help to hold Engineer in place while aligning the rods.  Now you 
can set him in the cab to test fit… If looks ok then set him aside and paint the brass wire flat 
black. First part is done.  
 
Part 2 
Now come the fun part. Ya right.  Take your piece of aluminum wire and cut a piece 
about two feet long. 
 

 
 



Take one end and make a small loop in it and then go about 2 and 3/4 inches and make a 90 
degree bend this is what the loop look like. 
 

 
 
Now take that piece of welding rod and cut a piece about 14 inches long and insert in a portable 
drill chuck. Cut with a wire cutter on the other end (square cut) to make sharp point that will 
look like a flat blade screwdriver. Take this drill and rod and put the rod along side of the front 
(engineer side) of boiler and under air tank then up to Cab. About 1/8 inch from boiler and 
1/16th of an inch from bottom of cab, use this rod to drill and melt a hole through cab… Be 
careful and drill slowly to start a hole. This is about the only way I can get a straight hole in the 
cab for Alum wire to slide through freely with out taking the cab off… 
 

 
 
This picture shows hole drilled and now has a piece alum. wire going through hole. Try to 
move back and forth easy. Make sure there is not bind. Reason I used this Alum on this project 



was it the same color as my Eng. boiler and easy to form. Now comes the fun part.... Now take 
that Alum Picture wire that you made a loop in end and has a 90 deg bend it and slowly insert 
the other end through the engineers window. Slow as you are bend the alum and forming it on 
the other side of cab and try to keep it as straight as possible. Then slide wire under air tank. At 
approx 8 1/18ths inch, make a 90 deg. down after you thread wire down. Just take your time 
and do a little at a time. When you get done with this Alum rod. it will look like this. so this is 
what we are trying for. 
 

 
 
In the bottom of picture is a mock up and is close to what it should look. 
 
Now take a small pin vice with a drill just larger than the Alum piece wire and drill a hole like 
this above the driver rod pivot on piston rod, or what every you call this slider.  
 

 



 
Now looking at the picture you can see how we had to form the Alum. piece rod in the hole. 
 
I took off my Drive rod to wheel so I can slide it back and forth. This checks the movement and 
able to see how long of a stroke I would have. 
 
Ck. it out.... Try to get the loop in the engineer’s window to not bind or touch cab as you slide it 
back and forth. Keep playing with this and adj. with a needle-nose to get everything free as 
possible. Don't have any movement tight. We need some slop for the Engineer, to make a delay 
in his arm movement later.  
 
Now take the Engineer and try to find some white paint and a medium gray paint. Just take a 
brush and dip in to white paint and put on a piece of cardboard. Then take your brush and dip in 
to the Gray paint. Were trying to make a very light gray but don't mix. Dip brush in paint on 
cardboard and paint Engineer gloves and kind of streaking them. This will show up as kind of 
used gloves looking effects. 
 
Shows up great form a distance and better than painting them white or gray color. Kind of an 
eye catcher.... 
 
Part 3 
Installing the Engineer. Well if you remember we tested the Engineer for fit and having his 
right leg to guide him straight between the boiler and cab and also. fit his back against the back 
of the cab. and we also, tested our throw rods in cab with a loop on top of it. Every thing should 
slide free and not touch anything in the cab by using the wheels side rod in a back and forth 
motion.  
 
Engineer looks like this before placing in the cab. See rod linkage with the 90 deg bend in his 
hand. 
 

 



 
The Engineer, You can test this movement by using a pr. of tweezers and grabbing that 90 deg 
brass wire in his left hand and move it back and forth and his right arm should move free up 
and down. Probably about and 1/2 inch up and down. 
 
Now just set Engineer in cab and be careful on not bending the Brass throw rod we made on the 
Engineer. Try to keep brass 90deg rod in his left hand. After setting him in place then take your 
tweezers and lift the brass throw rod and carefully set it in that loop that we made in cab. Try to 
get that loop as far as it will go to the engineer by moving the piston rod. then it will show past 
the window edge. Like this. 
 

 
 
Try moving the piston rod and see how he waves. You can move his arm to any position you 
want. Mine is about 1/4 of an inch off of the window arm rest... Kind of look like a high sign 
when he waves. 
 
Here is what he looked like when I tried my Engine out. (I put my Eng. on a couple block and 
using my shop transformer to test it.)  
 



 
 
More photos as it was moving. 
 

 
 



 
 
Just do some fine-tuning on Brass rod to get what you want for movement. Mine had to get his 
hand turned a little to look like his hand was flat with the windowsill. 
 
Now try to get some type of a rubber glue. (I used Walters Goo. ) and place a drop of it on a 
med. flat blade screwdriver and lean your engineer forward a bit to place glue on back of cab. 
In a few sec. Then lean your engineer against the back of the cab to set him in his Driving 
position. Now is the time to touch up with Flat black paint on any throw rods showing in cab. 
 
Here are a few photos of how mine look on a test run outside.. If I keep train under 50 mph. He 
look good. hahahhahaha. 
 



 
 

 
 



 
 

 

 
 



 
 
Hope you enjoyed this project. This one was a little harder by not able to get that cab off.  
But goes to show you that there is nothing that can't be animated.  Our project is done.  
 
Our next projects are going to get back to using Motors and gearboxes, and starting to get more 
complex with throw rods, idler arms and different kinds of linkages. We sort of got ahead of 
our selves starting out with the animated Engine house doors project, using an idler arm and 
one rod for each door so they’d open one at a time. 
 
If there something you have an idea on, let me know and if this is the kind of stuff you would 
like to build for your layout.  
 
 
 
 
 
 


